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**Details of Session (including aim and scope):**

The spread of SNS (Social Networking Service) has changed communications between people to a great extent. Prior to the spread of SNS, when one wanted to know what the state of another person was, they either wrote them a letter, made a phone call, or wrote an e-mail to somehow know the circumstances of the other person. However, when one access an SNS these days, they know where their friend is, what they are doing, and whether they are in good health which is not getting in contact with their friend, it is rather knowing what their situation is.

If the friend is in good health, there is a tab for turning the screen off. Pressing the “like” button after knowing the current situation means understanding the situation. Although it may be comfortable to press the “like” button for 20 to 30 people one is in touch with, if there are 200 to 300 people one is in touch with, it becomes important to make a lot of time to check their situations and reply to them.

Behind the convenience, it causes various problems such as SNS exhaustion, cyber bullying and dependence.

On the other hand, the development of artificial intelligence robots is remarkable. AI robots are placed in education, welfare, shops, etc., becoming familiar presence.

How to face them, we discuss contemporary issues on information literacy, Information ethics, and programming education.

This invited session focuses on below topics (will not be restricted to):

- Psychology
- Computer education
- Information literacy
- Information ethics
- Programming education
- Cyber bullying
- ICT education
- Computer education
- Brain function
- Estimation and evaluation of psychological state

...And so on
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